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Abstract. In this paper, we present a particle swarm optimization based loca-
tion recommendation scheme (PSO-LR) for Device-to-Device (D2D) Commu-
nication underlying Long Term Evolution (LTE) cellular networks. The
proposed scheme enables D2D users to move to new locations which provide
better link qualities and a higher system capacity. Also, it can balance resource
allocation between cellular users and D2D users. The simulation results illustrate
that the proposed PSO-LR scheme can effectively improve the total system
capacity by location recommendation for D2D users, and reduce both the dis-
tance and time of location recommendation by comparison with other location
recommendation scheme [11].
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1 Introduction

Recently, Device-to-Device (D2D) communication has been widely investigated for
the growing demands of Internet of Things (IoT). Different from traditional D2D
techniques like Bluetooth or Wi-Fi, D2D communication underlying Long Term
Evolution (LTE) cellular networks is able to use operator legal license band for pro-
gressing high-speed and large-scale proximity discovery or direct communication [1].
D2D communication underlying LTE cellular networks can improve power-saving
efficiency by enabling a direct data transmission between User Equipment (UE) within
a short range without the relay by Base Station (BS). Furthermore, it can enhance the
spectrum utilization by frequency reuse, and thus improve the total system capacity.

However, D2D communication might cause inter-interferences to cellular networks
and degrade the overall system performance. The interferences in a D2D communi-
cation underlying LTE cellular networks can be classified into two types: cross-tiered
(i.e., between the D2D communication and cellular networks) and co-tiered (i.e., solely
between D2D communication) [2]. There have been some recent works on the miti-
gation of interferences and/or the cooperation of resource allocation between macrocell
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user equipment (MUE) and D2D user equipment (DUE) [1–10]. In [3], the authors
discuss the cross-tiered interference problem between the D2D communication and 3G
Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) cellular networks. In [4–10], the
authors investigate the interference problem of D2D communication underlying Long
Term Evolution (LTE) cellular networks. [7] concludes that the a severe interference
situation can be mitigated using orthogonal resource distribution. However, using
orthogonal resource distribution restricts the frequency reuse and hence degrades
spectrum utilization efficiency. [8] investigates that the mutual interference between
D2D Communication and Cellular Networks can be limited to a certain area. It is
mentioned that D2D Communication is similar to the secondary user in cognitive
networks. The difference between D2D Communication and the secondary user is that
the latter will not be controlled by the primary user whereas D2D communication can
be controlled by cellular networks. [9] discusses that in downlink of LTE, all the
resources can be divided into center part and edge part. Edge part is for partial fre-
quency reuse. If D2D communication uses edge part of resources, the interference can
be limited to this area.

In this paper, we tackle the cross-tiered interference problem between the D2D
communication and cellular networks, and propose a particle swarm optimization
(PSO) based location recommendation scheme for D2D Communication underlying
cellular networks. PSO is often used in the field of automatic control [12, 13]. In this
paper, we apply PSO in location recommendation for D2D users to reduce the inter-
ference between D2D communication and cellular networks and hence improve the
link qualities of both MUE users and D2D users. The results of simulations show that
comparing with our existing scheme [11], the proposed PSO location recommendation
scheme effectively reduces both the cost and time of location recommendation. The rest
of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the proposed PSO location
recommendation scheme. Section 3 explains the simulation setup and results. Finally,
the conclusion is given in Sect. 4.
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Fig. 1. Example of D2Ds with the proposed PSO LR scheme.
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2 Proposed PSO Location Recommendation Scheme

To illustrate our resource allocation scheme and PSO Location Recommendation,
consider the scenario shown in Fig. 1. The Transmission User Equipment (TxUE) of
D2D communication can share the spectrum resources with cellular networks when it
transmissions data to the Receiver User Equipment (RxUE). However, TxUE will
produce mutual interference to MUE 2 because MUE 2 is within the transmission range
of TxUE. Now, we consider the use of location recommendation for D2D users as
shown in Fig. 2. When D2D communication pairs move, the interference from TxUE
to MUE 2 is mitigated, and the total system capacity can be increased. The example
illustrates that a location recommendation approach for D2D users can improve the
overall transmission efficiency.

As Fig. 2 shows, location recommendation for D2D users can affectively increase
the system capacity of cellular networks and D2D communication. In general, the
location recommendation problem can be expressed as:

Î ¼ F I;u;wð Þ ð1Þ

where Î represents the recommended location for D2D users; I represents the current
location of D2D users; u and w represents the current and the desired system capacity
of cellular networks and D2D communication, respectively. First, we mark m coordi-
nate points in the space of interest, measure the system capacity in each point, and
record that in the database. Once the system capacity in the current point is inadequate,
D2D users will be recommended to move to another location which provides sufficient
system capacity. In this paper, the location recommendation approach is implemented
based on a particle swarm optimization technique [13]. The fitness function in particle
swarm optimization can be expressed as:
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Fig. 2. Example of D2Ds in a co-channel interference scenario.
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Fig. 3. The proposed particle swarm optimization location recommendation algorithm (PSO-
LR).
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f dmoveð Þ ¼ wfit CD2D particle
� �

dmoveð Þ�1

0
; CD2D after � CD2D before [CD2D target

; elsewhere

�
;

ð2Þ

where wfit is the fitness weight; CD2D partide is the system capacity where the particle
locates; CD2D before is hypothetical system capacity before D2D users move; CD2D after

is hypothetical system capacity after D2D users move; CD2D target is the target value of
increased system capacity after a move. The objective of (2) is to provide a location
recommendation which meets the situation CD2D before � CD2D after [CD2D target. To
combine PSO into the location recommendation approach, we use Eqs. (3) and (4)
presented in [12],

vi;d nþ 1ð Þ ¼ nvi;d nð ÞþC1 rnd0;1
� �

pbi;d � xi;d nð Þ� �

þC2 rnd0;1
� �

gbd � xi;d nð Þ� �
;

ð3Þ

xi;d nþ 1ð Þ ¼ xi:d nð Þþ vi;d nþ 1ð Þ � T ; ð4Þ

where i represents the particle’s index; d represents the considered dimension; n is the
number of iteration; C1 represents the acceleration constant for the cognitive compo-
nent; C2 is the acceleration constant for the social component; T represents the sys-
tematic sampling time.

Once we complete the design of fitness function, the PSO-LR scheme will initialize
all particles with random location xi;d and velocity vi;d , and start to evaluate the fitness
value of all particles. We divide our evaluation into two steps. In the first step, the
current fitness value of each particle is compared with the best location pbi;d till now. If
the current fitness value is better, pbi;d is updated with the current location. In the
second step, the current fitness value of each particle is compared with the best overall
location of particle swarm gbd till now. If the current fitness value is better, gbd is
updated with the current location.

After updating particles’ speed vi;d and location xi;d in Eqs. (3) and (4), PSO-LR
will check whether the stop criteria is satisfied. If not, it will return to evaluation of the
first phase, or select the position that has the shortest moving distance to D2D users.

Finally, since the shortest recommended distance does not represent the perfor-
mance of the whole system, in order to get more accurate analysis to reinforce our
proposed algorithm, we design a cost function for location recommendation, which can
be expressed as Eq. (5),

LRcos t wcos t; cave; rave ; tave; daveð Þ
¼ wcos t cave � raveð Þ�1�tave � dave;

ð5Þ

where dave represents the average recommendation distance; wcos t represents the cost
weight; cave represents the growth rate of system capacity; rave represents the increasing
rate of resource utilization; tave represents the average calculation time. With the cost
function, we can analyze the total effect of the advantages and disadvantages that PSO-
LR produces. The pseudo code of the proposed PSO-LR scheme is shown in Fig. 3.
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3 Performance Evaluation and Discussion

In this section, we conduct simulation scenarios of D2D communications underlying
LTE cellular networks to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed PSO-LR
schemes. The simulation is programmed using C++ by following the LTE standard
[14]. The system parameters and their values are listed in Table 1. The simulation setup
assumes a square area where the D2D users are randomly deployed. We compare the
performance of the proposed PSO-LR scheme with that of our existing scheme [11]
using brute force for producing location recommendation. The co-channel reuse
scheme is used for resource allocation (i.e., the use of frequency spectrum will prevent
interference as well as possible) to clearly examine the achieved performances with
different LR schemes. The performance metrics are indexed as the recommended
distance and recommended cost.

According to our simulation scenarios, we respectively compare the data in dif-
ferent iteration number of brute-force LR with that of our PSO-LR scheme. We use
both map sizes 1000 m * 1000 m (Case 1) and 2000 m * 2000 m (Case 2) with 5
pairs of D2D communication. The simulation results are illustrated with the average
data in one thousand times.

The recommended distances using the proposed PSO-LR scheme and brute-force
LR scheme [11] with different map sizes are shown in Fig. 4. As Fig. 4 shows, the
recommended distance with PSO-LR is significantly lower than that with the brute-

Table 1. Simulation parameters

Notation Parameter Value

DTxUEj;RxUEj The distance between D2D (meter) 10

k Number of MUEs 30
h Number of D2D pairs 5
r Number of resource block 30
PMBS;RxUEj Transmit power of BS (dBm) 46

PTxUEj;k Transmit power of TxUE (dBm) 23

N Noise power (dBm) −174
a Path-loss exponent 5
CD2D target Location recommendation capacity (bps) 50
Wfit Fitness weights 10000
Wcos t Cost weights 0.01
C1 Constant value 2
C2 Constant value 2
d Dimensions (x, y) 2
i Number of particles 45
n Iterations 200–2000
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force LR scheme. Also, the more iteration number is, the shorter recommended dis-
tance is. Since the map size of Case 2 is bigger than that in Case 1, it has a slower
convergence speed.

The average execution time with different LR schemes are shown in Fig. 5. It is
shown that the recommended times with PSO-LR are far less than that with the brute-
force LR scheme. Also, in Case 2 with a bigger map, the advantage of shorter rec-
ommended time will be more obvious when using our PSO-LR scheme.

Figure 6 compares the average system capacity with the proposed PSO-LR scheme
and brute-force LR scheme. It is shown that the system capacity with PSO-LR is
merely lower than that brute-force LR (about 3.5% and 2.6% in Case 1 and Case 2,
respectively). Although the increased system capacity with PSO-LR is beyond that
brute-force LR, PSO-LR still can effectively increase the overall system capacity by
location recommendation. Figure 7 shows the average resource reuse utilization ratio
with the proposed PSO-LR scheme and brute-force LR scheme. It is shown that the
resource reuse utilization ratio with PSO-LR is merely worse than that brute-force LR.
The performance difference between PSO-LR and brute-force LR in Case 2 with a
bigger map is less than that in Case 1.

Finally, we collect the recommended distance, execution time, capacity increase
utilization ratio and resource reuse utilization ratio mentioned above to evaluate the
cost in Eq. (5) to analyze the total effect of the advantages and disadvantages that PSO-
LR produces. As Fig. 8 shows, our PSO-LR scheme is superior to brute-force LR
scheme in terms of lower cost. From the simulation results shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7 and
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8, it is demonstrated that by comparison with brute-force LR scheme, the proposed
PSO-LR scheme can effectively decrease the recommended distance and recommended
time with a minor degradation of system capacity for D2D Communication underlying
LTE cellular networks.
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4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present a particle swarm optimization based location recommendation
scheme (PSO-LR) for D2D Communication underlying LTE cellular networks. The
proposed scheme enables D2D users to move to new locations which provide better
link qualities and a higher system capacity. Also, it can balance resource allocation
between cellular users and D2D users. The simulation results illustrate that the pro-
posed PSO-LR scheme can effectively improve the total system capacity by location
recommendation for D2D users, and reduce both the distance and time of location
recommendation by comparison with other location recommendation scheme [11]. Our
future research will investigate the joint problem of the location recommendation for
D2D users combined with the deployment of cellular base stations.
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